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The Light Path  

Lecture #12 of Year Three  

 

 

The Light Beings Speak 

 

 

I ask the divine light guide us and protect us. I call forth the beings of light and love, truth and wisdom. 

And I ask now that all that we need for the divine enfoldment of our souls, on all levels of our existence, 

manifest peacefully and lovingly. 

 

 

Yes, we want to talk to you about the importance of intensifying the energy of the third eye center, 

always in relationship to the other energy centers. It is very important to be careful in opening the 

energy that sees all and has access to all knowing, for that is the vastness of the third eye. If you 

move into this energy while you are still in physical and personality form, it is essential to balance 

the awakened wisdom energy with the awakened energy body. Your intuition is intensified as you 

open the third eye center. Intuition without the energy of the heart center and the grounding of the 

lower centers can become a power tool or a distracting energy, and those are the two hazards of 

developing this center.  

 

When you open to having access to unlimited supply of knowledge, for knowledge itself can 

become a burden, the heart is needed to filter the knowledge. The throat is needed to 

communicate the knowledge. The solar plexus will is needed to take positive action with the 

knowledge. Knowledge without these aspects becomes a force that can distract you from your life, 

disconnect you from your body, overburden you in your personality. But knowledge aligned with 

the soul, the heart, becomes a great tool to create more positive action, to make positive 

connections with people and to filter divine wisdom through the knowledge.  

 

The meditation that you are given this month is to guide you into opening your third eye center in 

a way that connects you to others. The great many blessings of opening the third eye center will 

guide you in living a life based on the greater divine plan rather than the fears of the ego. The 

greater divine plan is that you are to be fulfilled as a creator of your life’s journey, as one who 

manifests the Great Spirit’s energy.  
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Your intuition at this point becomes fine-tuned, often detailed beyond the limits of space and time. 

When you are in relationship to another, either personal or in a work or healing situation, you can 

perceive the situation as it existed in other times and in greater spaces and how it will affect the 

future. You can understand the third eye sight, how the energy body of the other person or 

situation is vibrating, the tones, the lights; the energy field becomes known to you. You can also 

see beyond the limitations of the dense world and see the guides, the helpers, the angels of other 

dimensions.  

 

It is from the awakened third eye center that you can see the vastness of your own soul’s journey. 

It is here that you can come in to a knowingness with your guides and helpers. So as you 

concentrate on grounding your third eye and opening it, be aware that you will be seeing more in 

your everyday life, knowing more in your dreams. A much fuller richer existence is available to you, 

one not based on your ego’s knowing and the DNA structure of your present day being. 

 

We welcome you into opening your third eye and expanding this development of intuition. We call 

upon you to be aware of how you are using this energy, to place positive intention into the 

experience and enjoy the experience. Knowledge is meant to be a joyful experience.  

 


